Attentional effects on gaze preference for salient loci in traffic scenes.
Alerting drivers for self-regulation of attention might decrease crash risks attributable to absent-minded driving. However, no reliable method exists for monitoring driver attention. Therefore, we examined attentional effects on gaze preference for salient loci (GPS) in traffic scenes. In an active viewing (AV) condition requiring endogenous attention for traffic scene comprehension, participants identified appropriate speeds for driving in presented traffic scene images. In a passive viewing (PV) condition requiring no endogenous attention, participants passively viewed traffic scene images. GPS was quantified by the mean saliency value averaged across fixation locations. Results show that GPS was less during AV than during PV. Additionally, gaze dwell time on signboards was shorter for AV than for PV. These results suggest that, in the absence of endogenous attention for traffic scene comprehension, gaze tends to concentrate on irrelevant salient loci in a traffic environment. Therefore, increased GPS can indicate absent-minded driving. The present study demonstrated that, without endogenous attention for traffic scene comprehension, gaze tends to concentrate on irrelevant salient loci in a traffic environment. This result suggests that increased gaze preference for salient loci indicates absent-minded driving, which is otherwise difficult to detect.